Letter of Inquiry

Reva and David Logan Foundation

Proposal Title*
Choose a convenient and unique name to differentiate this application.

Character Limit: 100

Did anyone invite you to submit this proposal?*

Choices
Angelica Logan
Crystal Logan
Daniel Logan
Erin Logan
James Harkin
Jamyle Cannon
Jennifer Kim-Matsuzawa
Jessica Jones-Lewis
Jessie Mott
Leslie M. Savickas
Lyle Allen
Mustafa Abdul Maboud
Nyssa Lowenstein
Patric McCoy
Preeti Veerlapati
Reuben Logan
Richard Logan
None of the above

Issue Area*
Which issue area does your organization primarily work in?

Choices
Arts
Investigative Journalism
Social Justice

Detailed Description
In the space provided, give us your best elevator pitch. We want to know the essence of who you are, what you do, and why you do it.

Character Limit: 4000
Organizational Budget*
Please specify your organization's current fiscal year budget.
Character Limit: 20

Project Budget
If you are applying for project specific funding, please specify your project budget.
Character Limit: 20

Amount Requested*
Please specify the amount you are requesting.
Character Limit: 20

Feedback

How did you hear about us?*
Explain how you came to hear about The Reva & David Logan Foundation.
Character Limit: 500